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(µŉĈĐĐĐĝŉºµ®èŉĈČŉÅ�ºÅ®�ŉyÒÒ�µ���ŉ(µ�¡yļÌŉĂÈÌÒŉLÈ¡��ŉ´yÈ� ĝŉ
held in Kolkata under the banner of a Friendship Walk. 
Dressed in yellow t-shirts specially designed for the 
occasion, the participants paved the way for the large, 
loud parades in the years to come. Today, cities across 
the country, large and small, observe Pride with both 
annual city parades as well as a larger calendar of events 
under the international month of Pride. Attended by 
thousands across the country, Pride in India today is loud 
and vibrant, with loudspeakers blaring songs and slogans 
¡µŉ´Ö®Ò¡Å®�ŉÈ��¡ºµy®ŉ®yµ�Öy��Ìŉyµ�ŉÈy¡µ�ºâŉăy�Ìŉ�ÈyÅ��ŉ
as sarees in a celebration of the diversity of gender and 
sexuality in India.  

Mehk Chakraborty takes 
us behind the scenes 
in India’s growing Pride 
��®��ÈyÒ¡ºµÌŉĴŉyµ�ŉ
shows what happens 
when a pandemic hits.

In September 2018 legislators revoked a provision from 
Section 377, a discriminatory piece of legislation from the 
British colonial era that criminalised homosexuality and 
other non-heterosexual identities. A victorious moment 
for LGBTQ+ folx in India, the legal battle was spearheaded 
by several civil society organisations, activists and 
lawyers, with Menaka Guruswamy and Arundhati Katju at 
the forefront, two lawyers who later came out as a lesbian 
couple.

While 2019 Pride was thus a triumphant occasion, 2020’s 
Pride has also become a crucial point of celebration and 
resistance as a result of further legal reforms for the 
community, with the Transgender (Protection of Rights) 
Bill passed in November 2019 – still a controversial bill, as 
¡Òŉ�º�ÌŉµºÒŉÈ��º�µ¡Ì�ŉÒ �ŉÈ¡� ÒŉÒºŉÌ�®�ŉ¡��µÒ¡Ă�yÒ¡ºµĜŉÖÒŉ
even as the visibility of LGBTQ+ folx  increases in India, 
Ò �ŉ®yÈ��ÈŉĂ� Òŉ�ºÈŉÌº�¡y®ŉy���ÅÒyµ��ŉ¡Ìŉ�yÈŉ�Èº´ŉºá�ÈĜŉ
Exploitative manifestations of rainbow capitalism are 
extended alongside legal wins, with brands proudly co-
ºÅÒ¡µ�ŉÈy¡µ�ºâŉăy�Ìŉ�ÖÈ¡µ�ŉLÈ¡��ŉÅºÌÒĲ®��¡Ì®yÒ¡á�ŉ� yµ��Ìŉ
but doing little to address the rampant harassment of 

LGBTQ+ employees or create provisions 
for the employment of trans people, 
with only a handful of Indian companies 
actively adopting policies to ensure 
safety, diversity and inclusion. Pre-marital 
expressions of any form of love, queer 
or not, are only somewhat acceptable 
in bourgeois-urban circles and womxn, 
across the sexuality spectrum, remain 
subject to moral policing and harmful 
social practices such as forced marriages 
and ‘honour’ killings. Representation 
within the LGBTQ+ community also 
remains overwhelmingly dominated by 

cis gay men. In this socialscape, LGBTQ+ womxn have begun to use Pride 
month as a celebration of their own identities, marking protest through art 
activism. 

The Instagram account @lgbthistoryindia (LGBTQIAP Plus History of India) 
is unique amongst platforms in South Asia for archiving and highlighting 
local LGBTQIA plus community history. The platform owner noted that 
decriminalisation has very evidently bolstered Pride’s attendance and 
support, even from allies beyond the LGBTQ+ community. While there is 
still some hesitation from larger society to join in, “people are not ashamed 
anymore.” 
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Priya Dali, a 24-year-old queer illustrator and graphic designer 
¡ÌŉÒ �ŉ�ÈÒŉ�¡È��ÒºÈŉº�ŉ#yèÌ¡ŉ"y´¡®èĝŉºµ�ŉº�ŉÒ �ŉĂÈÌÒŉ´��¡yŉ
collectives which focused solely on gender and sexuality. 
ĹLÈ¡��ŉĉćĉćŉâyÌŉ��Ăµ¡Ò�®èŉyŉÒ¡´�ŉ�ºÈŉÈ�´�´��È¡µ�ŉÒ �ŉ�yÒÒ®�Ìŉ
we’ve fought and ones that lay ahead of us,” Priya said. “But 
it was also about acknowledging how far we’ve come as a 
community and celebrat[ing] our achievements in little ways. 
[For example, one] project I’ve been working on for Gaysi and 
Tinder India, called Museum of Queer Swipe Stories, is a digital 
archive that seeks to collect the many moods, experiences, 
and complexities of queer dating.” 

 
As a queer woman, Priya’s 
yÈÒŉÈ�´y¡µÌŉÌ¡�µ¡Ă�yµÒŉ¡µŉyŉ
country where patriarchy 
remains oppressive in every 
space, including in the LGBTQ+ 
�º´´Öµ¡ÒèĜŉY �ŉÌ¡�µ¡Ă�yµ��ŉ
º�ŉÇÖ��Èŉâº´çµŉ¡µŉÒ �ŉĂ� Òŉ�ºÈŉ
equality including trans-led 
activism remains underplayed. 
LGBTQIAP Plus History of India’s 
curator highlighted the fact that 
trans activism is particularly 
Ì¡�µ¡Ă�yµÒŉ¡µŉ(µ�¡yĜŉĹi�ŉ yá�ŉ
notable faces like Dr Manabi 
Bandopadhyay (an activist-

��Ö�yÒºÈĝŉ��¡ÒºÈŉº�ŉÒ �ŉĂÈÌÒŉÒÈyµÌĲ�º�ÖÌ��ŉ´y�yî¡µ�ŉyµ�ŉÒ �ŉ
ĂÈÌÒŉÒÈyµÌŉÅ�ÈÌºµŉ¡µŉ(µ�¡yŉÒºŉ���º´�ŉyŉ�º®®���ŉÅÈ¡µ�¡Åy®ĭĝŉ#yÖÈ¡ŉ
Sawant (who worked extensively for legal recogniiton of the 
“third gender” and became the face of motherhood among 
trans women, after an ad featuring her story went viral) – 
these are our faces of resistance and they’ve fought all the 
odds that are still faced by the transgender community.” 
 
Roshini Kumar, a 27-year-old artist, activist and fashion 
photographer who focuses on body positivity beyond size 
inclusivity, came out as bisexual earlier this year. Her work has 
been subject to censorship on multiple occasions, and her use 
of nudity has at times been subject to moral policing, which 
she says is unsurprising in a cultural context where even a 
cisgender, heterosexual woman’s exploration and commentary 
of sexuality is looked down upon. “Instagram and other social 
media here functions like our society,” she said. During Pride 
month, Roshini used her social media presence to advocate for 
representation, acceptance, and love for queer bodies: “while 
people continue to see nudity as pornography, it comes down 
to years and years of repressive conditioning – something I 
seek to undo with my work.”

Online pride, yay or nay?

In India as around the world, the lockdown and social 
distancing measures in response to Covid-19 have 
�Èy´yÒ¡�y®®èŉy����Ò��ŉÒ �ŉ¡´Åy�Òŉº�ă¡µ�ŉy�Ò¡á¡Ì´ŉyµ�ŉ
solidarity gatherings have had this year. Priya talked 
about Gaysi Family’s response. “Earlier we could arrange 
trivia nights, meetups as well as zine-bazaars but now 
Ò �È�ŉ¡Ìŉyµŉºá�Èăºâŉº�ŉ�ºµÒ�µÒŉºµ®¡µ�ŉyµ�ŉâ�ŉ yá�ŉÒºŉ
get creative to ensure the visibility of intersectional and 
inclusive voices from within the LGBTQ+ community.”

As the virtual space grew relevant for everyone across 
the world observing Pride this year, India saw a handful 
of “virtual Prides,” including one co-hosted by Roshini. 
There were live streams, poetry readings and panel 
discussions, mostly focused on the urban LGBTQ+ 
experience. “Pride was extremely special for me this 
year, but it was not just a month of sharing images with 
colourful rainbows,” Roshini said. “I tried to consciously 
educate and create awareness on queer bodies and the 
issues faced by us.” 
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As Roshini hosted Pride in a virtual space, she noted that it 
increased accessibility and was especially important due 
to the isolation faced by everyone in quarantine. Younger 
LGBTQ+ folx especially, some of whom had to navigate living 
with conservative elders, found a community to connect with 
and celebrate and share their struggles.

Even as the virtual world provided an important Pride space 
for LGBTQ+ folx in India, who were also able to take part 
in the larger global movement, LGBTQIAP Plus History of 
India’s curator warned of the pitfalls of virtual Prides. As 
the Indian government increasingly cracks down on critics 
and dissidents, queer folx who are critical of the right-wing 
government and Hindu fundamentalist ideology which puts 
upper caste cisgender men at the helm of all affairs also 
pose a risk to the traditional family structures and inherent 
patriarchy of the Hindutva ideology peddled by the current 
regime, leaving them particularly exposed. 
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Pride as protest onwards

While the brilliant lawyers who successfully fought against Section 377 
are now turning their attention to marriage equality, LGBTQ+ folx have a 
®yÈ��Èŉyµ�ŉ´Ö� ŉ´ºÈ�ŉ�º´Å®�çŉĂ� ÒĞŉÅÈ¡´yÈ¡®èŉºµ�ŉº�ŉÌº�¡y®ŉy���ÅÒyµ��Ĝŉ
Representation as well as activism from the queer community seeks 
Òºŉ�È�y¬ŉÒ �Ì�ŉÌº�¡y®ŉÈ�ÅÈ�ÌÌ¡ºµÌĜŉLÈ¡èyŉÌy¡�ĝŉĹ(Òŉ¡Ìŉ��Ăµ¡Ò�®èŉ¡´ÅºÈÒyµÒŉ
to acknowledge the growth of queer-led initiatives as platforms for 
both information and activism. The mainstream media has yet to see 
any meaningful effort in terms of taking deeper dives and nuances into 
gender/sexuality issues.”

Priya’s sentiment evokes the larger picture of South Asia’s need to 
tackle queer identities with nuance, including beyond the hierarchies 
within the community itself. Pride thus becomes a space to take 
into consideration socio-political realities that make the case for an 
intersectional look at LGBTQ+ rights. 

“Gay marriage sounds like a joke if your fellow countrymen are hungry, 
unemployed, oppressed and killed. We have always believed that there 
is a majority and minority, but things are changing,” said LGBTQIAP Plus 
History of IndiaļÌŉ�ÖÈyÒºÈĜŉY �èŉĂµ¡Ì ��ŉâ¡Ò ŉyŉÅºâ�È�Ö®ŉÈ�´¡µ��ÈĞŉĹY �ŉ
time is coming when LGBTQ+, Kashmiris, Dalits, sex workers, immigrants, 
and migrant workers will come together and make future Prides brighter 
and more successful in South Asia.”  

LGBTQIAP Plus History of India’s curator cited an article by 
Israeli historian Yuval Noah Harari. Harari writes, “LGBT people 
are increasingly the target of political witch-hunts even 
as we are unlikely to see a return to the pre-Stonewall era 
of the closet. We might see something far worse, because 
new technologies are breaking it apart. The combination of 
information technology and biotechnology is giving birth 
to new surveillance tools that will soon make it possible to 
monitor everybody all the time.” As virtual Prides grow in 
numbers across the world, accessibility means both a larger 
space for the community to come together like never before 
yµ�ŉyµŉ¡µ�È�yÌ��ŉáÖ®µ�Èy�¡®¡ÒèŉÒºŉ¡��µÒ¡Ă�yÒ¡ºµŉyµ�ŉÒÈy�¬¡µ�Ĝ


